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Introduction.
Since 1857 when Sir William Thomson first observed that
magnetization altered the electrical resistance of iron and nickel,
the effect of magnetic fields upon electrical conductivity has "been
the subject of careful experimental and theoretical investigation.
Tomlinson, Lenard, and Goldhammer were among the earlier experimental
investigators. • More recent work has been done by Patterson and
Grunmach. The theoretical bearings of the results have been dis-
cussed by J. J. Thomson and E. P. Adams.
The purpose of this paper is to give:-
I. An account of the work which has been done on
the alteration of the resistance of metals when placed in a magnetic
field, with a critical estimate of the work of each investigator.
II. A discussion of the explanation of these results
on the electron theory.
III. An account of the work done by others upon the
effects of magnetic fields upon electrolytic resistances, with a
more detailed account of the experiments carried on by the author
and a discussion of the results obtained by him.

Metallic Conductors in a Magnetic Field.
Under the general title "The Electrodynamic Qualities of
Metals- ( Math. & Phys. Papers, Vol. IT, pp. 307-331.) Lord Kelvin
gives an account of the first observations on this effect. His
initial experiments were on the effects produced in iron and steel
wires by longitudinal magnetization. His method throughout was
essentially that of the Wheatstone's Bridge. One arm consisted
of the test sample which was provided with a suitable magnetizing
coil. The other arm was a similar sample without the magnetizing
coil. Both samples were water-jacketed to insure constant temper-
ature. An iron wire showed an increase of about 1 part in 3000
when in the field. A steel wire gave similar results, and also
showed a permanent increase of resistance due to residual magnet-
i
ization.
The first experiments on the effect of transverse magnet-
ization were made with a strip of thin sheet iron 7 feet long and
1/e inch wide. This was wound in a spiral on a copper tube.
When this was arranged with water-jacket and magnetizing coil, the
magnetization was not exactly transverse. Lord Kelvin calculated
that the lines of flow in the iron were at an angle of 84° with the
magnetic lines of force*. An increase of resistance was observed.
Later experiments with small squares of iron placed on a copper
•cradle" between the poles of a powerful Ruhmkorff magnet showed
that an accurately transverse magnetic field decreases the resist-
ance of iron. The results of later experiments on a small iron bar
confirm these observations. Lord Kelvin also discovered that in a
bar of nickel the results were similar to those in iron. He obser-
ved a decrease of resistance of 1 part in 192 for transverse magnet-
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ization, and an increase of about 1 part in 144 for longitudinal
magnetization.
Though the account of Lord Kelvin's experiments prove
them to "be work of a very high order, the results can he regarded
as only qualitative as far as furnishing a basis for theoretical
deductions. This arises from lack of data on the strength of the
magnetic fields employed, and is doubtless due to the fact that the
experiments antedate by several years the adoption of the c.g.s.
absolute system of units. In the case of the longitudinal mag-
netization it would bo possible to calculate the field with some
accuracy from the dimensions of the coil as given if the current
strength were known. This is given as the current from "six small
iron cells", which makes such a calculation valueless. In the cases
in which the magnet was tised there is no way of even estimating the
field.
Tomlinson, in 1875, published a preliminary report on
investigations with magnetized iron and steel. Some of his results
were contradicted subsequently and need not be mentioned here. His
later work ( Phil. Trans. 3883, part 1, p. 173, et seq. ) is a part
of a very exhaustive article covering his experiments on "The In-
fluence of Stress and Strain on the Action of Physical Forces".
As the title indicates, he was investigating primarily the influence
which stress and strain might have on the change of resistance pro-
duced by magnetization. The resistance was measured by the Wheat-
stone's Bridge method; in many cases the alteration in the resist-
ance was measured by the deflection of the galvanometer.
His results may be summarized as follows. By longitudin-
al magnetization, the resistance of an annealed iron wire was
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increased from 0.0Z9% to 0.053#, depending on the strength of the
field. A steel knitting needle, tempered and hardened, showed an
increase of 69.8 x 10"^% per unit of magnetizing force. It also
showed a permanent alteration in its resistance due to the residual
magnetization. Hardened piano wire gave similar though smaller
results, while a second knitting needle gave nearly twenty times as
great a change. Tests on small nickel and cobalt bars showed an
increase of 43.45 x 10*12 per cent per unit of magnetizing force in
the former, and 6.28 x 10
~
12
per cent per unit of magnetizing force
in the latter. Zinc foil showed no effect when placed in the mag-
netizing coil, owing to the weakness of the field. Hfhen the field
was increased by wrapping the foil on an iron cor©, an alteration
of 0.0148^ was observed. In this case the magnetizing force could
not be estimated owing to the presence of the iron. In bismuth
the change was of the order of 21 x 10
~
8
per unit of resistance per
unit of magnetizing force. Copper wire was tested with a "com-
paratively strong magnetizing force - more than 480 times the
strength of the earth's field". The results showed that the
change, if any, was less than 1 part in 4 million.
Schuster and Stewart's results ( Phil. Mag., vol. 164,
pp. 655-641, Jul.- Dec. 1874.) show a decrease of resistance in
copper due to magnetization. The wire tested forms one arm of a
Wheatstone's Bridge, and is wound around the pole pieces of an
electromagnet. Tomlinson explains the momentary effect which
Schuster and Stewart observed as due to the decrease in self-induc-
tion of that arm of the bridge when the magnet is excited. His
criticism seems valid.
Tomlinson concludes from his results that the change of

resistance of iron and steel wires depends more upon the magnetizing
force than on the magnetism induced. He suggests that the change
may be represented by the formula
y = a-oc + b
^3
where a is proportional to the magnetizing current and (3 to the
magnetism induced. He also offers the following ingenious explan-
ation of the observed results:- "The increase of resistance which
is produced by magnetization is probably not due merely to the ro-
tation of the molecules of the magnetized substance as molecules,
but to the electrical currents which, according to Ampere's hypo-
thesis, are constantly circulating in the molecules".
Though Tomllnson's results are of unquestioned accuracy,
they are of little value for theoretical purposes. It is difficult
if not impossible to estimate accurately the strengths of the fields
used, but they were probably quite weak. This conclusion is justi-
fied by his statement that a field of "considerable strength" was
"480 times the earth's field" - probably not over 100 lines per
square centimeter at best.
The work of Goldhammer ( Wied. Ann. Vol. XXXI, p. 360,
1887.) deals with other metals besides iron, cobalt, and nickel,
and hence is of considerable interest. In order to avoid any
mechanical deformations due to magnetization, he worked with films
deposited electrolytically upon glass. The resistances were meas-
ured by the Wheatstone ' s Bridge method. To increase the sensi-
tiveness, a second slide wire was used
, as shown in Figure 1.
This increased the sensitiveness 113 fold but did not increase the
absolute accuracy of the apparatus. He claims an accuracy of
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.005 ^ to .01 % m
Bismuth, tellurium,
antimony, cobalt, nickel, and
iron were tested with both trans
verse and longitudinal magnetiz-
ation. The fields were obtain-
ed from a large electromagnet.
In each case the length of the
air-gap and the strength of the
magnetizing current are speci-
fied, but the actual strength of the magnetic field is not given.
The following table is compiled as representative of his results.
Metal Thickness Resistance Per cent change in Resistance
longitudinal transverse
Bismuth .02-. 03mm. 0.75 S.E. 0.09 0.15
0.014
0.02
Tellurium " 2.00 S.E. 0.054
Antimony " 0.4 S.E. 0.025
Experiments were made with bismuth, having the field at
various angles from 0° to 90° with the lines of flow. These showed
that the change in the effect varied continuously with the angle
between the lines of field and the lines of flow. These results
he represents graphically as shown in Figure oCj .
7~<Z//ur/urr> Ant"/mon
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The X axis represents the direction of the magnetic field; ^repre-
sents the angle between the lines of force and the lines of flow;
the length of the radius vector represents the resistance along the
vector. ?/hen there is no field, the resistance along all vectors
is the same, giving a circle; but as magnetization alters the re-
sistance differently along different vectors, the circles are chang-
ed to ellipses.
Goldhammer's results for nickel and cobalt are similar.
Transverse magnetization produced an increase of resistance in each,
while longitudinal magnetization caused a decrease of resistance.
The decrease in cobalt was less than that in nickel. His obser-
vations on iron confirm those of Lord Kelvin, He does not claim
as great accuracy for these results as for those on cobalt and
nickel.
Since the effects of transverse and longitudinal mag-
netization are of opposite sign, it should be possible to find a
position for which magnetization would produce no effect. This
was verified for nickel and cobalt by experiment. With nickel
this occured v/hen the lines of flow made an angle of approximately
70° with the lines of field. With cobalt the neutral position
was between cf> = 30°and dj) = 60°. As with bismuth, antimony, and
tellurium,
• the results were shown graphically as in Figure 3.
/rbn
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Lenard ( Wied. Ann. vol. 39, p. 619, 1890.) has made a
very exhaustive study of the resistance of bismuth to both direct
and alternating currents when in a magnetic field. His work is of
great interest as it deals with the development of the Bismuth
Spiral as a means of measuring magnetic fields. The discussion of
this phase of the subject is beyond the limits of this paper.
His main conclusions are as follows:- For 300 oscillations per
second, the resistance of bismuth wire is the same as for constant
current. For periods of the order of 10,000 oscillations per sec-
ond, the resistance to alternating currents is smaller than that
for direct currents under similar circumstances, whether out of the
field or in the field parallel to the lines of force. For trans-
verse fields greater than 6,000 lines per square centimeter, the
resistance to alternating currents is greater than the resistance
to direct currents. Iron, antimony, and tellurium show slight
differences in their resistances to direct and to alternating cur-
rents, but copper and german silver do not.
Gray and Jones in 1900 ( Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. 67, 1900,
pp. 208-21G.) published the results of an investigation of the
change of resistance of iron when magnetized longitudinally.
They measured not only the increase in resistance (Arf), but also
the magnetization (I ) . The curves for increase of resistance
(Acp, H ), and magnetization ( I, H ) were plotted. From the
similarity between these curves they suggested that the change in
resistance probably depended upon the magnetization rather than on
the magnetizing force. This conclusion is exactly the opposite of
that of Tomlinson. ( see page 5.)
Beattie ( Phil. Mag., vol. 211, pp. 343-353.) has inves-

tigated the effects of transverse magnetic fields on the resist-
ance of iron, cobalt, and nickel. These were in the form of films
deposited electrolytically on platinized glass. He measured, for
various field strengths, both the Hall effect, which is proportional
to the magnetization, and the change of resistance. The film was
connected as one arm of a Wheatstone*s Bridge mesh, and the change
in resistance was calculated from the galvanometer deflection.
The field strength was measured by the rotation of the plane of
polarization in glass. With pole pieces 10 mm. in diameter and
an air-gap of 3 or 4 mm., the field was varied from 2,000 to 16,000
lines per square centimeter. In each case a decrease in resistance
was observed.
His results were as follows:- The greatest change occurs
in nickel. This change is noticeable with fields as low as 1,000
lines. In some nickel films the resistance increased at first but
decreased with higher fields. In cobalt the change could be detect-
ed for fields not less than 3,000 lines. In these films the change
of resistance was proportional to the square of the Hall effect,
and hence proportional to the square of the magnetization. The
change of resistance in the iron films was less than that in the
films of cobalt and nickel. No alteration in resistance could be
detected with certainty for fields less than 6,000 lines, and the
change is less than it would be if iron followed the same law as
cobalt
.
Various other investigators have worked along this line,
many of them with especial reference to the effect in bismuth.
Their work, with two exceptions, adds little to the results already
quoted except in helping to perfect the Bismuth Spiral. These

two exceptions are Patterson and Grunmach. Their work is very com-
prehensive in scope and is of great accuracy.
The work of Patterson ( Phil. Mag. vol. 219, pp. 643-
656, 1902.) was undertaken at the suggestion of Professor J. J. Thorn-
son to test certain deductions from the electron theory. The in-
vestigation was carried on in the Cavendish Laboratory
. His sam-
ples were in the form of double silk-covered wires. These were
wound in flat spirals about 15 mm. in diameter, dipped in paraffin,
and mounted between mica plates. The finished spirals were only
a trifle over 1 mm. thick. Two identical spirals were made from
each sample. One was placed in the field and was connected to
a Wheatstone's Bridge mesh of which the other spiral formed the
compensating arm. The other two arms of the bridge were german-
silver coils of approximately the same resistance as the test spiral.
A variable resistance was connected in parallel with one of the arms
to balance the bridge. The galvanometer was of the D'Arsonval
type. It had a resistance of 95 ohms, and gave a deflection of 1
millimeter when one of the arms was altered by 1 part in 50,000.
The field was produced by an electromagnet of the Du Bois type.
The air-gap was usually 2 mm. The field was measured with a bis-
muth spiral. The poles of the magnet, and all the coils except the
one in the field, were surrounded by water baths. Throughout the
experiments great care was taken to insure accuracy.
No effect was observed in german-silver. This contra-
dicts the observations of Lenard. Patterson suggests that this
discrepancy may be due to a difference in the composition of the
samples used. Accurate results with copper were difficult to ob-
tain owing to the heating effect of the current through the bridge.
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The change in resistance due to this heating effect was in such a
direction as to conceal the change due to magnetization. Results
such as .0047 ohms, .0050 ohms, .0047 ohms were obtained as the
change in a spiral of 24.04 ohms resistance due to a field of
27,650 lines per square centimeter.
In the remainder of Patterson 1 s experiments, the samples
were wound Mfilar on mica strips about 14 x IS x 1/10 mm. The
water bath was not needed with these. Mercury was tested in a
spiral of capillary tubing. In each case the resistance was in-
creased by a transverse magnetic field. The metals tested, in the
order of the magnitude of the effect, were cadmium, zinc, mercury,
carbon, gold, silver, copper, tin, and platinum. The effects in
silver and copper were nearly equal. The results show that the
change in resistance is proportional to the square of the magnet j
c
field producing it.
To test the effect of longitudinal magnetization, several
coils were wound on mica. These were piled one above another and
joined in series. They could then be placed in the field without
increasing the air-gap unduly. The metals tested, in the order of
the magnitude of the effect, were zinc, copper, silver, and tin.
In some later work on the electrical properties of very
thin metallic films ( Phil. Mag., vol. 220, Dec. 1902, p. 670.)
Patterson subjected sorao of his films to a transverse field.
With films of platinum or silver, the change was slightly less than
that observed in wires, though of the same order of magnitude. With
bismuth films, the alteration was small compared to that obtained
for the metal in the form of wire. The magnitude of the effect
decreased rapidly if the thickness was decreased below a certain
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value
.
The most recent work along this line is that of Grumnach
( Phys. Zeitschrifte, 7, pp. 729-740, Oct. 1906.) He investigated
the effect of transverse magnetization on the resistance of silver,
platinum, tantalum, cadmium, tin, gold, palladium, zinc, copper,
lead, cobalt, nickel, and iron. These were in the form of thin
wires, wound in flat, bifilar spirals, imbedded in wax and protect-
ed by thin plates of hard rubber. The field was obtained from a
Du Bois magnet, and was measured by means of a carefully calibrated
bismuth spiral. The apparatus for measuring the change in resist-
ance was essentially a differential galvanometer, the test spiral
being part of one of the opposed circuits. Readings were taken
for various strengths of field up to 16,000 lines per square centi-
meter. Prom these data a curve was plotted for each sample, using
field strengths as abscissas and the change in resistance divided
by the original resistance as ordinates.
These curves show a marked difference in behavior be-
tween the ferromagnetic metals and the diamagnetic and paramagnetic
metals. The results with the latter are similar to those obtained
by Patterson. In each case the resistance increases continuously
with increasing field; The metals tested, arranged in the order
of the magnitude of the effect, are cadmium zinc, silver, gold,
copper, tin, palladium, lead, platinum, and tantalum. This is the
same order that Patterson obtained except that his results placed
gold ahead of silver. The change of resistance of tantalum was
very small, even for fields of 16,000 lines.
The ferromagnetic metals show a very different behavior.
Three of the four samples of iron show an increase of resistance
for weak fields. This reached a maximum for a field strength of
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about 4,000 lines. The curve then bent down and crossed the axis
at approximately R,000 lines. For fields above 3,000 lines per
square centimeter the resistance was decreased. Nickel gave sim-
ilar results except that the curve crossed the axis at about 600
lines. This confirms the observations of Beattie on nickel films
which were mentioned on page 9. The cobalt sample and one of the
iron samples showed a continuous decrease in resistance for in-
creasing fields.
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Theoretical Discussion.
The theory of the conduction of electricity through
metals as worked out by J. J. Thomson ( Rapports presentes au Congres
International de Physique, vol. 3, pp. 138-151, Paris, 1900.) may
be outlined as follows. Every metal contains an enormous number of
electrons
-
Thomson calls them corpuscles - each bearing a negative
charge. The electrons are identical in all metals. The negative
charge which each bears is of the same order of magnitude as that
carried by an hydrogen ion in electrolysis, but the mass of the
electron is only 1/1000 that of the hydrogen atom, approximately.
These electrons move about at random through the metal. Their
movements under ordinary conditions resemble those which the mole-
cules of a perfect gas execute according to the Kinetic Theory of
Gases. The electrons have a mean free path, X
, an average vel-
ocity, c, and a mean time of freedom. The collisions which deter-
mine the time of freedom of the electron take place, not between two
electrons, but between an electron and a neutral molecule of the
metal. When an electric force is applied, the electrons acquire
a steady drift under its action. The electrons in a metal exert a
pressure just as the molecules of a gas exert a pressure on the
walls of the containing vessel. This pressure, if greater than
that of the atmosphere, will tend to force out those electrons which
are near the surface. However, when an electron is torn from a mol-
ecule, it leaves the molecule positively charged. Hence as the
electrons are forced out, the outer layer of molecules will become
positively charged. The attraction of these positively charged
molecules will prevent the separation of the electrons from the
surface
.
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If we have the electrons moving in the xy plane under the
action of a steady electric force, X, in the direction of the x axis,
and then apply a magnetic field at right angles, the equations of
motion are
^ e% ' H e ^
where m = the mass and e = the charge of an electron, and H is the
perpendicular magnetic field. When x = 0, =
. Hence on
integrating (2) we have
A He y
Substituting this in (1) and dividing through by m gives
~£t x -A yyo~
To solve this equation we multiply both sides by giving
Integrating this equation and extracting the square root of both
sides gives
where c represents the velocity with which an electron commences its
free path. Separating the variables we have
On integrating this equation we have
I
-'
When t = 0, x = 0. Hence

Substituting the value of c' and solving for x gives
The velocity at time £ along the x axis is
Jx. /ye >^ u ^
If the interval of time, T, between two collisions is very small,
— T is very small. Hence we may substitute, as a very close ap-
proximation, ( see note below * ) n3 s
* /
This substitution gives
or
But
-fij is the change in velocity due to X in time T.
The average change during this time is
or
7H. 2, M 2-
If we place ^Uo^jrj^T* this expression becomes
X«. (i - T^'j
If SUois the change in velocity due to the magnetic field,
8 Uo * *" y ^£>
J
* If the terms above the first power in the value of the cosine
are disregarded, it would seem that the term in the value of the
sine which involves the third power should be neglected also.
However, the above approximation seems to be the only one which
will give the result which Thomson states in his article. On the o-
ther hand, the square of (H e T)/m might be negligible in comparison
to unity while its cube could not be neglected when compared to thefirst power.
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Hen°e flu
_ j_ u % i
If <X is the resistance
That is, the ratio of the change of resistance to the original re-
sistance is proportional to the square of the field strength. The
results obtained by Patterson confirm this deduction. ( see page 11)
From the equation
it is easy to deduce the value of u when the strength of the mag-
netic field and the effect which it produces are known.
The specific conductivity is
n-e-u
Hence, if u and the specific conductivity are known, the value of
n-e may be deduced.
It has been calculated that if N is the number of
hydrogen molecules in 1 c.c. of air at 0° C. and 760 mm. pressure,
then
N-e = 0.4
Since the electrons are assumed to obey the laws of perfect gases,
and e for an electron equals e for an hydrogen ion, it follows
that N-e = 0.4 when N is the number of electrons per c.c. The
pressure in atmospheres exerted by the electrons is
P = n-e
N-e
Prom this' equation Thomson calculates that the electrons in bismuth
exert a pressure of about l/4 atmosphere. In a similar way Patter-
son calculates from his observations that the pressures exerted by
the electrons in the various metals tested by him are as follows,
the pressures being given in atmospheres.
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Platinum 700 Copper 1730
Gold 1115 Zinc 293
Tin 225 Cadmium 136
Silver 1840 Mercury 21
Carbon . 54
As noted on page 14, this pressure tends to drive the
electrons out of the metal, hut they do not escape on account of the
attraction of the outer layer of positively charged molecules.
The work necessary to bring an electron from this outer layer into
the interior of the metal against the pressure of the electrons in
the interior is the contact potential of the metal. Hence it is
possible to calculate the contact difference of potential between
two metals from the alteration of their respective resistances by
a magnetic field. In this way Patterson calculates the contact
difference of potential for various combinations. His results are
not in accord with the usually accepted values, but in general the
relative magnitudes are similar.
The electron theory is also confirmed by the results of
Patterson's work on thin films. Thomson has shown ( Proc. Cam.
Phil. Soc.,vol.ll, p.. 120, 1901.) that when the thickness of a film
of metal is less than A. , the free path of the electron, the resist-
ance of the film should be much greater than would be calculated
from its dimensions. Also the effect of magnetic fields on the re-
sistance should be greatly diminished. Patterson's results ( see
page 11 ) confirm these deductions.
The theory as outlined above fails to account for the
decrease in resistance which the ferromagnetic metals undergo in a
magnetic field. This has been discussed quite recently by E. P.
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Adams ( Phys. Rev., vol 24, pp, 428-435, 1907.) He suggests two
modifications of the theory. First, the magnetic field produces a
rearrangement of the molecules of the metal. This alters the mean
free path of the electron, and therefore alters its time of freedom.
Second, the collisions, instead of occuring only between an electron
and a neutral molecule, take place between two electrons, and are
analogous to the collisions between hard elastic spheres. With
these modifications he finds that the change of resistance is ex-
pressed by the equation
gcr__ 5T J_ u^^r z
where ST is the alteration in the time of freedom.
For the change in resistance to be an increase, ST must
be positive, and ST must bQ greater than J-.yig'-j-z since for
diamagnetic and paramagnetic bodies the susceptibility is practical-
ly constant, it is probable that the change in the configuration of
the molecules, and hence the change in T, will increase with in-
creasing field. Therefore the change in resistance will be in the
same direction for all fields. The experiments of Patterson
and Grunmach confirm this deduction.
With the ferromagnetic metals the change in configuration
of the molecules can proceed only to the point of saturation.
Above this point the term £T becomes constant but the term-^/^7~2
will continue to increase as the square of the field. Hence we
may expect the change in resistance to reverse in direction for
higher fields. This is in accord with the observations of Grun-
mach on iron and nickel wires.

)l
lr
—
=
=
-re-
investigations on Electrolytes.
The effect of a magnetic field on the resistance of an
electrolyte was first investigated by Neesen ( Wied. Ann. vol. 23,
pp. 482-493, Oct. 1984.) He used the Wheatstone's Bridge method
with a direct current. The two ratio arms of the "bridge were made
equal. The other two arms consisted of similar glass tubes of un-
equal length. These were filled with a solution of ferrous sul-
phate. Iron electrodes were used. The bridge was balanced by
means of a resistance box connected in series with the shorter tube.
By this arrangement the effects of polarization at the electrodes
were eliminated or compensated. The shorter tube was placed be-
tween the poles of a " suitable electromagnet" , and the field gener-
ated by "three Bunsen elements" was thrown on. No effect was ob-
served when the field was perpendicular to the current. With the
field parallel to the current, a slight decrease in resistance was
observed. Berndt points out in his article, to which reference is
made a little later, that the effect observed by Neesen was probably
due to the influence of the magnetic field upon the polarization of
the electrodes. With iron electrodes, this might well be the case
A preliminary report by Bagard ( Comp. Rend., vol. 128,
pp. 91-93, 1899.) gives the results of some experiments on a 1/4
normal solution of copper sulphate. His method consisted essential
ly in measuring the current which flowed through the electrolyte due
to a constant difference of potential. The current was measured
by means of a sensitive D'Arsonval galvanometer placed in parallel
with a low resistance in series with the electrolyte. The electro-
lyte was contained in a ring shaped vessel. This was placed
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between the poles of a large electromagnet
as shown in Figure 4. The tubes contain-
ing the electrodes were long enough to
place them outside the direct influence of
the field.
In a transverse field of 5,000
lines per square centimeter, an increase
of resistance was observed. This varied
from 0.94,°? to 1.4$, depending on the di-
rections of the field and the current.
This result is explained by Bagard by the electrodynamic action of
the field on the current. This action throws the liquid against
either the outer or the inner walls of the ring. In either case
the cross section of the conductor is reduced, and therefore the
resistance is increased. If the liquid is thrown toward the outer
walls of the tube, the mean length of the conductor is increased.
This produces an additional increase in resistance. If the liquid
is thrown against the inner wall, the average length is decreased.
This tends to decrease the resistance. Since the observed increase
in resistance is greater when the force exerted on the ring is cen-
trifugal, this seems to be the true explanation. Bagard concludes
that the resistance as a whole is affected in this mechanical way,
but that the specific resistance is unaltered.
The only other work that has been done along this line is
that of Berndt. The account of his investigations was published
( Ann. d. Phys., vol. 23, pp. 932-950, 1907.) soon after the
author* s investigation was commenced. His investigation was very
comprehensive in scope, and his experimental work has the appearance

of being very accurate. He investigated the effects of both trans-
verse and longitudinal fields upon the resistance of solutions of
ferrous sulphate, iron chloride, nickel sulphate, nickel nitrate,
cobalt nitrate, bismuth nitrate, potassium-antimony tartrate, and
copper sulphate. He also made similar experiments upon mercury
and molten bismuth. The electrolytes were contained in small,
H - shaped cells. To insure constant temperature throughout the
experiment, the cell was immersed in a bath of ether maintained at
the boiling point by means of a special electrical heating coil.
The mercury and bismuth were enclosed in capillary tubes and similar
precautions were taken to insure constant temperature. To avoid
any electrodynamic or polarization effects, the Kohlrausch method
was used. Berndt says that the telephone which he used was excep-
tionally sensitive. He claims. an accuracy of 1/250 % for the re-
sults with electrolytes.
The transverse fields were as high as 3040 lines per
square centimeter, and the longitudinal fields were usually 1020
lines per square centimeter. Negative results were obtained in all
cases. Melted bismuth at 365°C and mercury. gave similar results.
With these metals, a direct current was used. The accuracy claimed
for the results with mercury is 1/20,000 % 9 while for bismuth the
change, if any, was less than 1/660 %. This slight apparent effect
in molten bismuth was attributed to the direct magnetic action of
the current.
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Description of the Apparatus and Method
used "by the author.
The magnetic field was obtained from a large electromag-
net of the Du Bois type. For these experiments it was provided
with special conical pole pieces with faces 25 mm. in diameter.
The current was obtained from the 110 volt D.C. dynamo and was con-
trolled with water rheostats.. The field strength was measured with
a Hartmann and Braun bismuth spiral. The calibration curve fur-
nished by the makers extends only to 16,000 lines per square cen-
timeter. No deviation from a straight line can be discovered above
6,000 lines. It was assumed that this linear relation between
(R - R )/Ro and the field strength held above 16,000 lines. The
fields for values of (R - R )/R greater than 0.8 were extrapolated
on this assumption. In the copy of the calibration curve included
with this paper, the extrapolated portion is shown by the dotted
line. For convenience in, getting the field for any current, a
curve was plotted showing the relation between magnetizing current
and field strength for each of the air, gaps used.
The electrolytes tested were enclosed in small cells
which were made as follows. The basis of the pair of cells was a
piece of hard rubber about 115 mm. long, 35 mm. wide, and 6.5 mm.
thick. On each side of this, a number of rectangular grooves were
cut by a milling machine. The grooves on one side were exactly
opposite the corresponding grooves, on the other, and were of fairly
uniform cross-section throughout. In the first pair of cells,
eight grooves, approximately 1.5 mm. x 1.5 mm., were cut in each
face. In the second set of cells, six grooves, 2 mm. x 2 mm., were
cut in each face. In both cases the grooves were confined to a
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strip less than 25 ram. wide. The rubber base was cut in two, and
each half was finished up in as nearly the. same way as possible.
In the center of each side, a circle about 25 mm. in diameter was
described. The circles were exactly opposite each other.
.
Holes
of the same diameter as the width of the grooves were drilled
through the rubber around one half of the circle, as shown in Fig-
ure 5. Around the opposite semicircle small cross cuts were made
through alternate ridges to connect the grooves. These were spaced
on opposite sides so that a continuous passage was formed from the
extreme groove on one side to the extreme groove on the other side
of the same face. The arrangement can be understood from Figure 5.
This figure shows both sides of a cell. 'The parts of the grooves
not included in the circles were filled with de Khotinsky 1 s cement,
except the outside grooves on one face. These were left clear a
few millimeters farther at the upper end. A hole about 3 mm. in
diameter was drilled in each edge to communicate with the upper end
of each of these longer grooves. Pieces of glass tubing of about
5.5 mm. inside diameter were bent into the shape of an L." These
were to receive the electrodes. The vertical arm was about 35 mm.
long. The horizontal part was drawn out so as to fit snugly into
the holes drilled in the edge of the cell, and was about 15 mm. long.
The tubes were cemented firmly in place with de Khotinsky ' s cement,
A piece of cover glass was cemented to. each face of the cell to com-
plete it. The cell was mounted on a stiff wire in the middle of
a rectangular base. A mercury cup was mounted at each end. Plat-
inum electrodes, 19 mm. x 4 mm. x 0.03 mm., provided with rubber
caps to fit the ends of the glass tubes, made connections with the
mercury cups. The whole arrangement is shown in Figures 6 and 7.

A
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The finished cells were about 10 mm. thick. These cells were easily
filled with the electrolyte by attaching one tube to an aspirator
and dipping the other into the liquid.
An aperiodic D'Arsonval galvanometer of the Ayrton-Jffather
type, made by Faul, was used throughout the investigation. Its
resistance was 207 ohms. A current of 1.58 x 10~8 amperes caused
a deflection of 1 mm. on a scale at a distance of 115 cm. The gal-
vanometer was mounted on a bracket attached to an inside stone wall.
It was entirely free from mechanical jars. Experiment showed that
the electromagnet did not affect the galvanometer.
The resistance boxes used were the best grade manufactur-
ed by Hartmann and Eraun.
It was decided to use a direct current method for measur-
ing the resistance as it was thought that the use of an alternating
current might hide the effect sought. Toward the last of the in-
vestigation an attempt was made to check some of the results by
means of an alternating current and telephone. This proved futile
ov/ing to the exceedingly high resistances used. The tfheatstone *
s
Bridge method was used throughout the experiments.
At first the method of Keesen was tried. Two cells
which were practically duplicates were used as two of the arms of
the bridge. One cell was placed between the poles of the magnet,
.while the other was placed at a distance so as to be entirely out
of the field. The other two arms were resistance boxes. They'
were always kept equal. The bridge was balanced by connecting one
or more resistance boxes in series with the cell having the smaller
resistance. The current from a storage battery was led in so as
to divide between the two cells. ( see Figure 0.) It was hoped
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that by this arrangement the .effects of polarization in the two cell;
would largely offset each other. Since the resistances were 'very
high
- from 100,000 to 500,000 ohms - a potential difference of from
20 to £0 volts was used. With such large resistances and e.m.f.'s,
any uncompensated polarization of the electrodes should be negli-
gible .
This method proved very unsatisfactory. It was prac-
tically impossible to obtain a balance, as the galvanometer index
would wander from one side of the zero position to the other in a
most erratic and annoying fashion. Several weeks were spent in
trying to discover the cause of this unsteadiness. At first it
was ascribed to sudden slight changes in temperature. To avoid
these, each cell was placed in a box of heavy pasteboard and care-
fully packed in cotton batting. The box containing the cell which
was placed in the magnetic field was cut away on both sides to admit
the pole pieces of the magnet. This did not permit it to be quite
as well protected as the other cell. On the other hand, the large
pole pieces very near it would have a tendency to preserve a uniform
temperature without further protection.
The resistances used were very high, often as much as
half a megohm or more. This suggested that the insulation might
be at fault, and extra precautions were taken to insure that no leak-
age occured. The top of the table, upon which most of the appara-
tus stood, v/as covered with sheets of hard rubber. The galvanometer
was insulated in a similar manner. The stool on which the observer
sat during the experiments was provided with insulating feet.
Ytfierever a connecting wire came in contact with anything, rubber or
porcelain insulation was used.

It was thought that possibly the small cross-section of
the electrolyte rendered the resistance excessive , end accordingly
the second pair of cells mentioned above was made. All these pre-
cautions proved futile. The behavior. of the galvanometer was quite
as erratic as ever. Mo satisfactory explanation of its behavior
has been found.
In attempting to measure the resistance of one of the
cells by substituting resistance boxes for the compensating cell;
it was found that the galvanometer was very steady. An almost per-
fect balance was easily obtained by keeping the battery circuit
closed continuously. This suggested a new line of attack. The
compensating cell was replaced by suitable resistance boxes. Both
the battery and the galvanometer circuits were closed permanently
•by knife switches. The bridge was then balanced by means of the
resistance boxes in the fourth arm. As might be expected, the re-
sistance of the electrolyte gradually changed. This caused a grad-
ually increasing galvanometer deflection, but the deflection changed
quite slowly and, as a rule, the changes were quite uniform.
The final method of taking observations was as follows.
The bridge was balanced as described above. The galvanometer de-
flection was read at half minute intervals for £ minutes. The mag-
netic field was then thrown on for 1 l/2 or 2 minutes, and readings
were taken during this interval every half minute as before. The
field was thrown off and the observations were continued for E min-
utes more before the effect of the field was again tried. Usually
the field was thrown on three or four times during a set of obser-
vations. The value of 1 mm. change in deflection in ohms was de-
termined before the observations were commenced by plugging out 200
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or more ohms in the resistance box connected in series with the
cell. ( see Figure 9.) This determination was repeated at the
close of the set of observations.
The resistance of the electrolyte at half minute inter-
vals was calculated on the assumption that the change in resistance
was proportional to the change in deflection. This assumption is
not stirctly valid, but for small changes it is easily shown to be
a very close approximation. In this case no difference could be
observed between the change in deflection produced by a change in
resistance of from 200 to 2,000 ohms at the beginning and at the
end of a series of observations. This shows that the error intro-
duced by the assumption is less than the experimental error of the
method.
A curve was plotted from each set of data, using times
as abscissas and resistances as ordinates. A study of these cur-
ves shows that, as a rule, the magnetic field produces a sudden al-
teration in the resistance of the electrolyte. When the field is
removed, the cell recovers more or less rapidly and the curve con-
tinues in the same general direction that it had before the field
was thrown on.
Cobalt chloride, ferric chloride, and copper sulphate
were chosen as representative electrolytes. Kahlbaum's highest
purity salts were used. The strength of the solution in each case
was very approximately 1/100 molak From four to six sets of
observations were taken with each in a transverse field. As a
rule a set of observations was e taken with the current flowing in
one direction. The cell was then emptied and refilled with fresh
solution. The electrodes were cleaned with hydrochloric acid and
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distilled water, and then heated to redness. The cell was again
placed in position and from 30 minutes to several hours were allowed
to elapse to insure thermal equilibrium. The current for the second
set of observations flowed through the cell in direction opposite .
to that of the first set. In most of the observations,- the direc-
tion of the magnetic field was reversed each time it was thrown on.
In the accompanying curves, the readings taken when the electrolyte
was under the influence of the magnetic field are denoted by a dou-
ble circle (©). When the field is in the direction denoted for
convenience as "reversed", the double circle contains a cross ( © ).
Experiments were also made with fields parallel to the
direction of the current through the liquid. The electrolyte was
enclosed in a long glass cell which slipped through special pole
pieces. These were of the same shape as those used in the previous
experiments, but a hole, just large -enough to admit the horizontal
part of the cell, was bored through the center of each. The gen-
eral arrangement is shown in Figure 10. The diameter of the hor-
izontal tube was 3 mm. ( inside ) and its length was about 50 cm.
The vertical tubes were made about 5.5 mm. in diameter so as to ac-
commodate the electrodes used in the other experiments. Readings
were taken and curves plotted in the same manner as for transverse
fields.



Discussion of Results.
All the curves are of the same general type. As a rule
the resistance increases at first, due to the polarization of the
electrodes. Later the resistance falls off with considerable
rapidity. This probably caused by a slight heating due to the
large current" through the coils of the magnet. Two or three of
the curves do not show the initial increase of resistance, but this
is because readings were not commenced until after the maximum was
passed.
Cobalt chloride shows an average decrease in resistance
of 0.19% in curve 4; 0.26? in curve E; 0.22% in curve 6; and 0.85$
in curve 7. The fields used, as in the cases of the other two
electrolytes, were about 19,000 lines per square centimeter.
The results for ferric chloride show an average decrease
in resistance of 0.29? in curve 8; 0.22? in curve 9; 0.74? in curve
10; and 2.2? in curve 11. Curves 10 and 11 are far less regular
than curves 6 and 9, and the results derived from them are much
less reliable.
Copper sulphate shows an average increase in resistance
of 0.22? in curve 12 and 0.21? in curve 14. It shows an average
decrease in resistance of 0.21? in curve 15 and 0.14? in curve IE.
.
The results for cobalt chloride are the most consistent.
It is possible that the decrease in re si stance, which was observed
in both cobalt chloride and ferric chloride, is due to the action
of the field on the ions of the magnetic metals, and is not a true
change in resistance. The results for copper sulphate show that
the effect observed in it is not a true alteration in resistance
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since reversing the direction of the current reverses the sign of
the change. Why reversing the direction of the field does not have
a similar effect is not clear.
It is possible that all the effects noted were due to
the action of the magnetic field on the polarization of the cell at
the electrodes, or similar secondary actions. The electrodes were
certainly within the field of the magnet though by no means in the
strongest part of the field. .
If we may apply Thomson's equations to this case, the
conclusion that the results obtained were due to a secondary effect
of the field, and not to its influence on the specific resistance of
the electrolyte, is in accord with the generally accepted views on
electrolytic conduction. The expression derived by Thomson for
the change in resistance is
k° r 2 ^ ^ See Pages 16 and 17. The charge on the elec-
trons is the same as that on the ions. The mass of a cobalt ion
is approximately 59,000 times that of an electron; the mass of a
copper ion is 63,500 times as great; the mass of an iron ion is
56,000 times the mass of an electron. Hence, unless the time of
freedom of the ions is very great, u for the ions must be much
smaller than u for the electrons. This would make the value of
^ very small. It must be remembered that Thomson's theory
assumes that conduction takes place by the transfer of electrons
in one direction only, while electrolytic conduction takes place by
the motion of ions in both directions. Hence it is questionable
whether the application of Thomson's equation to electrolytic
conduction is valid.
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The results for longitudinal fields must be regarded as
qualitative since the cell was not in a uniform field. The part
of the horizontal tube between the electrodes was in a field of
about 3,500 lines per square centimeter, but the other part of the
tube was also in a field. This field was much weaker than the one
between the pole pieces but no estimate can be formed of its
strength.
In all of the electrolytes tested, the sign of the change
was reversed upon reversing the. direction of the current through the
bridge. This shown for copper sulphate in curves 16, 17, 18, and
IS; for cobalt chloride in curves 23 and 24; and for ferric chloride
in curves 25 and 26. Curves 20, 21, and 22 fqr copper sulphate
seem to contradict this conclusion.
Summary
The sensitiveness attained with the author's' apparatus
is much higher than that of either of the other investigators who
have used a direct current method on electrolytic work. With the
least sensitive arrangement, a change of 1 part in 1,000 was easily
detected, while in some of the work a change of 1 part in 20,000
could be observed. The transverse magnetic fields used were about
6 times as strong as those used by Berndt, and the longitudinal
fields were approximately 3 times as strong as his.
The results show that:-
1. The resistance of a dilute solution of ferric
chloride or cobalt chloride is decreased by a strong transverse
magnetic field, but it is suspected that this is due to the magnetic
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action upon the molecules of the magnetic metal and not to a change
in the specific resistance.
2. The resistance of these solutions is affected "by
a magnetic field parallel to the current, but the effect changes
sign when the direction of the current is reversed. It is there-
fore not a true change in resistance hut is due to some secondary
effect of the field.
3. The resistance of a dilute solution of copper
sulphate is affected by a transverse or a longitudinal magnetic field
In both cases the sign of the change is reversed by reversing the
direction of the current. Hence the effect is due to some second-
ary influence of the field.
This thesis was prepared during the academic year 19C7-08
under the direction of Professor A. P. Carman, Head of the Depart-
ment of Physics, in the Physical Laboratory of the University of
Illinois.

DATA.
Notation used:-
In calibration of field
Rq - Resistance of "bismuth spiral out of field.
R
- Resistance of "bismuth spiral in field.
I
- Magnetizing current.
H
- Field as given "by "bismuth spiral calibration curve.
In observations on electrolytes
T - Time at which reading was taken.
I - Magnetizing current.
H - Field from calibration curve.
R
- Calculated resistance of electrolyte.
A - Alteration in resistance produced by field as
shown by corresponding curve.
G - Reading of Galvanometer index.
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Calibration of Magnetic Field - Solid Pole Pieces - Air Gap 1.12
centimeters.
May 19, 1908.
R R - RQ ( R - R )/R I H
do .005 0.0 0.0
r>r7 o r> rrC f ,CfO 2.27
.0907 1.2 3,300
od • 17o 7. 173
. 289 2.6 7,050
39 . 343 14.338
.5735 5.0 12,300
43.461 18.456
.737 8.0 15,300
45.271 20.266 .81 10.0 16,645
46.662 21.657 .866 12.0 17,665
47.787 22.782
.91 14.0 18,475
45.544 23.539 .94 16.0 19,025
49 . 148 24.143 .9656 18.0 19,485
49.485 24.48 .979 19.2 19,740
Calibration of Magnetic Field - Bored Pole Pieces - Air Gap 7.5
centimeters.
May 21, 1908.
R R
- Ro ( R - Ro)/Ro I H
24.929 0.0 000
25.366
.431 .0173 4.0 1,050
26.135 1.206 .0482 8.0 2,150
26.532 1.603 .0642 12.0 2,600
26.945 2.016 .087 16.0 3,200
27.207 2.278 .0914 19.3 3,350
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Observations on Electrolytes.
Thursday, April 30, 1908.
Cell cleaned and filled with cobalt chloride solution at *:45 A.M.
Current direct. Circuit closed at 8:58. Galvanometer zero 254.
Ratio arms 11,000 ohms. e.m.f. 39 volts.
T I H & K
:00:00 225 315, 340
:00:50 232 315,740
sol 238 316,090
:0l:30 245 316,540
:02 252 316,885
:02:30 256 317,110
:03 258 317,230
:03:30 259 317,285
:04 261 317,400
: 04 : 30 263 317,515
:05 265 317,630
• 05 : 30 19.18 19,700 260 317,340 350
•06 19.18 19,700 259 .
6
317,315 375
'06:30 19.18 19,700 261.5 317,430 300
07 263.5 317,540
07 : 30 267 317,740
08 267 317,740
08:50 268 317,800
09 269.5 317,880
09 :30 268.5 317,830
10 268 317,800
10:30 267.5 317,700

T I H
:11
:11:30
tit
:12:30 19.4 19,750
:13 19.4 19,750
? 13: 30 19.4 19,750
:14
i 14 : 30
116 .
1 15 : 30
'16
16:30
17
17:30
18
18:30
19 19.0 19 650
19:30 19.0 19 650
20 19.0 19 650
20 : 30
21
21:30
22
22:30
23
23:30
24
36 -
G R A
266.5 317,715
266 317, 685
265 317,630
257 317, 170 -310
250 316,770 -550
247 316,600 -555
247 316,600
250 316,770
^49 316, 715
247 316,600
-
_
241 316, 255
238.5 316, 115
237 316,030
233 315,800
229 315,570
218 314,940 -375
208 314,370 -600
198 313,800 -800
194 313,630
196.5 313,710
195 • 313,630
191 313,390
186 313,110
180 312,770
>
175 312,490
169 312.130
•
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Current broken at 9:24:30. Reversed at 9:25:30 . Resistance in
creased from £77,000 at 9:26 to 298,000 at 9:41. Galvanometer
zero at 254. 400 ohms increase = 7 mm. decrease in reading.
T I H G R A
:41:30 246 298,460
:42 247 298,400
:42:30 248 298,340
:43 248 298,340
;43:30 248 298,340
:44 249 298,285
: 44:30 250 298*230
:45 251 298,170
: 45:30 252 298,115
146 253 298,060
:46:50 253.5 • 298,030
147 18.6 19,570 266 297,315 -550
:47:30 18.6 19,570 274 296,850 -900
148 18.6 19,570 278 296,630 -1000
: 48:30 278 296,630
;49 276 296,740
!49:50 274.5 296,820
50 274 296,850
: 50 : 30 273 296,920
:51 273 296,920
:51:30 274 "296,850
:52 276.5 296,710
s52:30 279 296,570
:53 281 296,460

T I H
I65: 50 18.4 19,520
:54
: 54 : 30 18.2 19,500
:55
:55:50
:56
:56:30
:57
: 57 : 30
:58
:58:30
r59
s 59 : 30
:00 18.2 19,500
: 00:30 18.2 19,500
fOl 18.2 19,500
t01:30
!02
:02:30
:03
:03:50
:04
: 04:30
:05
:05:30
:06
38 -
G R A
290 295,940 -350
296 295,600 -525
one iron
c.M
,
d\)
300.5 295,350
300 295,380
301.5 295,290
305.5 295,060
307 294,970
310 294,800
312.5 294,660
315 294,520
318 294, 340
327 ^93,830
-275
337 293,260 -500
346 292,750 -750
348 292,640
349 292,580
351 292,460
355 292,250
358.5 292,040
362 291,840
366 291,600
370.5 291,350
375 291,100
380 290,800
V
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April 30, 1908. P. M. Cobalt Chloride solution. Cell filled
and placed in position at 11:45 A. M, e.m.f. 30 volts.
Arms 11,000 ohms. Current direct. Circuit closed at 3:37
Balanced at 1:39 with 298,000 ohms. Galvanometer zero 283.
400 ohms increase in resistance equals 6 mm. increase in reading.
T I H G R A
40 264.5 296,770
40:30 271 297,200
41 276 297,550
41:30 280.5 297,835
42 289 298,400
42:30 293.5 298,700
43 296 298,865
43:30 298.5 299,030
44
. 301 299,200
44:30 303 299,330
45 305 299,465
45 : 30 IS. 5 dir. 19,550 309 299,730 000
46 18.6 19,570 305 299,465 -350
46:30 18.6 19,570 307 299,600 -300
47 309 299,730
47:30 310.5 299,830
48 315.5 300,170
48:30 317 300,260
49 316.5 300,230
49:30 312 299,930
50 310 299,800
50 : 30 309 299.735

4.0 _
T I T-TXI r<VJ nK AA
1 :51 o ou o • c cy y 1 O f U
:51:30 o ^l 9 ooo o'*o
:52 X - » v J. o « • to 570X«7 «J IU cyy > DUU ooouuu
:52 :30 18.6 19 570x~ j o » \j <->vj O • O ooo >?70 —^ooOUU
:53 in . 6 XI7 j i i . 700 _7t:necu
:53 : 30 oVJ POO oqo- ntfcyy jUdc
:54 o 701OvJ JL OOO OOO*iyy > ^uu
:54:30 o PQ6 OOP PAKeye j coc
:55 P0 ^ oop poocy r?
, oUU
:55 :30 o P0 7 5 OOP 70O
: 56 o oVJ on t r OOP SCR
• 56
• 30 o o PPQcoy OOP AOO^yc »ftvjv.j
• 57 o o OOC • u oqp tap;<oy o .100
• 57 ; 30 o o CO <T/ • w 00*7 070oy / .y / u
• 5P o o r,07 907 77^
:68:30 in.7dir. 19 ,600 273 297 ,335 —TOOIUU
• 59 IP 7 1 .600 COO 906 670 -ccnuOU
• po 70 IP 7 TO «00Xc7 jUWU COO CO ft ^^O j:«;n
o o P^A K one P^O
•00 • ^0 o o P06 P^O
• 01
• \J X ou o P5<1 c poft TOO
• 01 • "50 ovj o pEJOowe '"'O^ 065
• or o vj PAO K P0^ 760
• ° * 30 o o P45 c pQt; ^00cy u jtuu
ou o 9A 1 5 P0 r p^ o
• O'7 • 70 u nVj P04 04.0
:04 23? * 294 ,660

T I H G R A
04 : HO 227.5 294 300
05 21.4 rev. 20,250 218 293,670 -150
05 :30 21.4 20,250 205 292,800 -600
06 21.4 20,250 197 292,260 -850
06:30 192 291,940
07 193.5 292,040
0^:30 194 292,060
08 192 291,940
08:30 187 291,600
09 185 291,460
09 :30 179.5 291,100
10 172 290,600
10:30 164 290,060
11 157.5 289,640
Hefjlled cell vith ceoelt chloride, cleaned electrodes, end, placed
cell in position at 2:22 P. M. Galvanometer zero at 285.
Arms 11,000 ohms. e.m.f. 30.5 volts. Current reversed.
Circuit closed at 4:20 F. M. Balanced at 4:42 with 288,000 ohms.
Increase in resistance of 400 ohms = 6 mm. decrease in reading.
281 288 265
276.5 288 565
272 288 865
268 289 130
264 289 400
260 289 470
256 289 930
4:43:30
:44
:44:30
:45
:45:30
:46
:46:30

4m
X I H G R A
(147 251.5 290,230
:47:30 247.5 290,500
148' 245 290,660
:48:30 242.5 290,830
:49 20.3 dir. 19,950 243 290,800 -200
:49:30 20.3 19,950 241 290,930 -200
:50 20.5 20,000 238.5 291,100 -150
:50:30 236.5 291,230
iBl 234 291,400
:51:30 233 291,460
i Cc 233 291,460
t52:S0 <JO . %J 291,430
:53 233 291,460
:53:30 235 291,330
:54 236 291,260
:54:30 237.5 291 160
'
:55 239 291 060
y
:55:30 20.0 rev. 19,900 242 290 865
»
" 75
:56 20.0 19,900 249 290,400 -400
:56:30 20.0 19,900 251.5 290,230 -425
:57 251.5 290,230
: 57 : 30 249 290,400
:58 250 290,330
:58:30 253 290,135
:59 256 289,930
: 59 : 30 260 289*666
:00 264 289,^00

T I
00:30
01
01:30
02 20.0
02:30 20.0
03 20.0
03:30
04
04:30
05
05:30
06
06:30
07
07:30
08
08 : 30 19.6
09 19.6
09 :30 19.6
10
10 : 30
11
11:30
12
12:30
13
13:30
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H G
267.5
271
274
19,900 283
19,900 289
19,900 298
303
302
301.5
303
305.5
310
315
320
325
330
19,800 345
19,800 357
19,800 366
568 .5
367
369.5
374
379.5
385.5
391.5
397.5
R A
ggg ,165
coo ,935
,730
288 ,135 -450
287 ,735 -600
2°7
,135 -825
286 ,800
286 ,865
286
4
,900
286 ,800
286 ,630
286 ,300
286,,000
285,,670
285,,335
285,,000
284, 000 - 550
283,,200 - 800
282, 600 -1100
282, 400
282, 530
282, 370
282, 060
281, 700
281, 300
280, 900
280, 500

44 -
T I u11 p A
5:14 n pen D70
:14:30 410 279,670
Saturday
.
May 2
.
1908.
Filled cells with ferric chloride and placed in position at 9:40
A.M. Ratio Arms 11,000 ohms. e.m.f. 22.5 volts.
Galvanometer zero 278. Current direct. Circuit closed at 10:48.
Balancing arm 116 ,000 ohms. 200 ohms increase = 13 mm. increase.
T I H R A
10:56 256 117,060
:56:30 259 117,110
:57 261 117,140 i
:57:30 263.5 117, 175
:58 265 117,200
: 58 : 30 266.5 117,225
:59 268 117, 245
:59:30 269 117, 260
11:00 270 117, 275
:00:30 271 117 290
>
:01 273 117 325
»
:01:30 19.6 19,800 266 117 215 -300
:02 260 117 , 125 -500
:02:30 19.4 19,750 258 117, 090 mm F7 r
:03 19.4 19,750 260 117, 125 -550
:03:30 264 117, 185
:04 272 117, 308
:04:30 275.5 117, 360
.

T I H
11:05
05:30 .0
06
06:30
07
07:30
08
08:30 19.6 rev. 19,800
09 19.4 19,750
09 : 30 19.4 19,750
10 19.2 19,700
10:30
11
11:30
12
12:30
13
13:30
14
14 : 30
15
15 : 30 19.1 19 675
16 19.1 19,675
16:30 19 .0 19,650
17 18.8 19,600
17:30
18
45 -
G R A
277 117,385
278 117,400
277 117,385
276.5 117,375
275 117,355
273 117,325
270.5 117,285
260 117,125 -200
248 116,940 -450
238 116,785 -600
233 116,710 -600
230 116,660
234 116,720
232 116,690
229 116,645
225 116,585
220 116,505
214.5 116,420
208 116,320
202 116,230
196 116,140
177 115,850 - 300
153 115,470 - 650
133 115,185 ~ 875
120 114,985 -1000
115 114,900
115 114.900

- 46 -
T I H G R
11:18:30 112 114,860
il9 107 114,770
:19:30 101 114,680
:20 93 114,560
:20:30 85 114,430
;21 75 114,280
Refilled cell with ferric chloride at 2:40 P. M. Ratio arms 11,000
Galvanometer zero 280. Current reversed. e.m.f. 23 volts.
Circuit closed at 6:27 P.M. Resistance increased quite rapidly
for some minutes. Balanced at 6:27 with 113,400 ohms.
Increase in resistance of 400 ohms equals 26 mm. decrease in read-
ing.
T I H G R A
:29 277.5 115,450
: 29 : 30 273.5 113,495
:30 269.5 113,655
:30:30 ' 265 113,620
:31 261 113,680
:31:30 257 113,740
:32 253 113,800
:32:30 248.5 113,867
:33 ' 244.5 113,925
:33:30 240.5 113>985
:34 236 114,050
:34:39 20.2 19 920
9
235 114,065
-100
:35 20.2 19,920 233 114,095
-125
: 35:30 20.2 19,920 232 114,110
-160

-A *7
- 4 / —
T I H41 n K A
6:36 20.0 U.J- i . 19 PHD Oft.COO 11 il r114, J9o —260
: 36 : 30 o 11/ IPC114 , loo
:37 o n 99/LOC4 1 14 , coO
:37i30 o o cell 114 , cyu
: 38 o OTP 1 14 j ooO
: 38 : 30 017 X X4
,
O
:39 o ow o X n . o 1 1 J r? >»114 , o40
:39 :30 o n c ID • D 11/ '2 a r\114, o4U
:40 o CX / 11/1 'TIP114 , <53c
:40:30 o o OXO 1 1 ./I 7114 » OcU
:41 o c xy • u 11/1 on p1 14- , cy
:41 :30 19 .8
-L. \J ft <y x ts V
.
TO P*0 coy ii/i i p p114, lOO —200 |
; 42 19 .7 9^0coo 114, UcU —o7c
: 42 : 30 19-6 1Q poo etc TIT O P Q1 1 , y —4J0
:43 19 - F 1 9 77^1 9<4 7 *Cft / • c 11'? nanllo, aa J yl c
—42c
: 43 : 30 o 9*0 1IO, "40
:44 o o <o«*y • c xxo, oou
:44: 30 o o cot 117 7DCXXO, /CO
:45 o o 9*7 *CD / . O XXO, / 00
:45 : 30 o o CO X ii"? conXXO, DoU
:46 nvy o OffP P fileXXO, xo
: 46 : 30 o C / X 1 1 T c T Pllo, OoO
:47 o o 977 "117 /-IPllo, 44o
:47 : 30 o o C< J0.0 XXOj oCU
:48 o 90 1Cf X IT? 0/ pXXO, o40
:48 : 30 T9 6 r? i t* 1 Q POO OXU 1 1 P pliCj y 00 -oco
:49 19.4 19,750 333 112, 615 -700

T I un G K A
6:49 : 30 19 ,4 dir. 19,750 350 X X<o ODU 7 e^f>
:50 19 .4 19,7 50 364 — 1 uU
:50:30 o 367 XXci, XXU
:51 o ' 367.5 iio innlie X'Jw
:51:30 o 370 IIP OfiR
:52 o 374
:52:30 o 380 111 jC' <oU
:53 o 388 ill qnnXIX
,
ou'J
:53 : 30 o 396 tit cflnXXX, DoU
: 54 nV-/ 405 Til c;<^nXXX, ODU
:54:30 o 415 TITXXX
,
**uu
. res
o 426 111,240
Cleaner) el ectrodes and refilled cell at ft XU It .1)1 • ourrenx
dire fit
.
Arms 11, 000. e •m.f • 16.5 volts. Circuit closed at
7 : 45 P M. Galvanometer zero 280. Balanced at 7:51 with
102,000 ohms
.
400 ohms increase in resistance = 24 mm. increase
in reading .
T I H G R A
7:51 262 101,700
:51:30 270 101,835
:52 276 101,935
:52:30 281 102,015
:53 286 102,100
:53:30 291 102,185
:54 297 102,235
: 54 : 30 303 102,385
:55 311 102 515
>

- AQ
T I u U IT)R A
'^:55:30 o 0<oX ino cot;lU<d| foot
:56 OOD • O IftO n o c±U£, y co
:56:30 18 . 1 dl t> 10 500 TAT i o*^ m k 000
:57 15.0 1R 700 *?«?7 lu^ you
_ 160
:57:30 16. 2 10 000X *7 p \J\J \J ooo 1 no OCR OO c
:5R 16 .2 1 R ROD ooo iim, yoo - 400
:58:30 o n OH- f • XUo, x<±u
:59 o n OD4- xuo 4U0
: 59 : 30 o n A IUo, ODD
3:00 o o ^POoou TO" /» o cJLUO- OOO
:00:30 o n OOD i rs'z i a kJLUO /oO
:01 o oKJ OOi7 <S JLU Oj o / u
:01:30 o o «Ji7 O i o '7. ooo
:02 o AO*3; xU*t uou
:02:30 o o A07 1 O^l 1 onXUftj ±£U
:03 n 1U4, <oUU
:03:30 20 . ? r>«v 1 000 057 D T not o •soxuo
. y ou — <->OU
:04 20 .
2
J- v7 j c/ vy \J "*7P xuOj ooo ~* / U u
:04:30 20-2 19 000 ODSr 1A7 vl OOIUOj H-UU _ T ooo1UUU
:05 20.2 10 000Xi7
^
U *-J\J lUJj 0D0 — i t nollUu
:05:30 o 347 103 1 AO
:06 o n in 1? o c
c
XUO, / DO
: 06 : 30 n TO/t ioniu^j xuu
:07 o *i O XU'tj oou
: 07 : 30 o o A^7 1 OA APn
:08 o o A r 1 i oa p«^nxutj oou
: 03 : 30 449 104, 820

- 50 -
T I H G R A
:09 444 104*730
:09:30 440 104,660
:10 436.5 104,600
'10:30 19.8 dir. 19,850 426 104,430 -160
11 19.6 19,800 411 104,180 -400
11:30 19.6 19,800 407 104,120 -400
12 19.2 19,700 409 104,150 -350
12:30 397 103,950
13 415 104,250
13 : 30 418 104,300
14 418 104,300
14:30 417 104,280
15 414 104,230
15:30 411 104,180
16 407..^ 104,125
16:30 403 104,050
17 398 103,970
17:30 19.2 rev. 19,700 382 103,700 -150
18 19 .
1
19,675 364 103,400
.
-400
18:30 19.1 19,675 350 103,165 ' -500
19 19.1 19,675 340 103,000 • '-500
19:30 324 102,735
20 354 103,235
20:30
21 351 103,185
21:30 347 103,140
22 342 103,035

1-
r 1 -
T TX n pu K A
8 : 22 : 30 o n ooo jlu c , y j.o
: 23 o TOO Ol
R
:23:30 322 102,700
Refilled L/C IX do U t J6 rtacio Arms 11,000 ohms. e.m.f. 16.5
v ui u o
•
Galvanometer zero 250. Current reversed. Circuit
\^ i. U O vU at 9:04 P.M. Balanced at 9 :10: 30 with 93, 000 ohms.
400 ohms increase in resistance = 28 mm • decrease in reading.
T I H G
v
R
9:10:30 284 92 515
:11 272 92.685
:11:30 263 92 815
,
:12 257 92 900
:12:30 252.5 92,965
:13 246
.
93,055
:13:30 240 93,140
:14 233.5 93,235
: 14 S 30 226 .
5
93,335
:15 218.5 93,450
:15:30 209 93,585
:16 19.6 dir. 19, 800 210 95,570
<
_
100
:16:30 19.6 19, 800 230 93,285 - 300
:17 19.6 19, 800 251 ^2,985 - 800
: 17 : 30 19.5 19, 775 278 92,600 -1300
:18
t
285 92,500
:18:30 230 93,285
* 19 . 218 93,465
:19:30 210 95-, 570

T I H
120
: 20 : 30 •
:21
:21:30
:22
:22:30
'23 19.1 rev. 19,675
23:30 19.1 19,675
24 18.9 19,625
24:30 18.9 19,625
25
25:30
26
26:30
27
27:30
28
28:30
29
29 : 30
30 19.0 dir. 19,650
30:30
31
31:30 18.8 19,600
32
32:30
33
52 -
G R A
199 93,730
186 93,915
167 94,185
151 94,415
143 94,530
136 94,630
129 94,725 000
120 94,855 000
121 94,840 -100
116 94,915 -100
115 94,930
100 95,140
99 95,155
100 95,140
100 95,140
99 95,155
97 95,180
93.5 95,240
90 95,340
86 95,340
109 95,015 - 350
145 94,500 - 850
163 94,240 -1125
163 94,240 -1125
155 94,355
143 94,530
130 94,715

T I H G R A
9:33:30 115 94 ,930
:34
• 99 95 ,155
:34:30 96 « 95,200
:35 95 95,215
s36:30 93.5 95,235
:36 93 95,240
:36:30 93 95,240
:37 19.0 rev. 19,650 101 95,125 - 75
:37:30 18.6 19,570 305 92,285 -2875
:38 18.6 19,570 338 91,740 -£450
:38:30 18.6 19,570 275 92, 640 -2250
:39 212 93, 545
: 39 : 30 144 94, 510
:40 136 94, 630
:40:30 137 94, 615
:41 140 94, 570 .
:41:30 143 94, 530
:42 147 94, 470
:42:30 152 94, 400
:43 157 94, 330
:43:30 163 94, 240
May 14, 1908.
Cell cleaned and filled with copper sulphate solution preceeding
evening. Ratio Arras 11,000 ohms e.m.f. 37 volts. Galvano-
meter zero 270. Current direct. Circuit closed at 7:42 A.M.
Balanced at 7:55 with 565,000 ohms. Increase of 400 ohms = 2 ram
increase in reading
.

T I H
» 55
:55:30
:56
:56:30
:57
:57:30
:58
:58:30
:59
:59:30
'.00
r00:30 20.6 dir. 20,000
iOl 20.4 19 ,975
:01:30 20.2 19 ,950
'02 20.2 19 ,950
02:30
03
03:30
04
04:30
05
05:30
06
06:30
07
07:30 20.2 rev. 19 ,950
08 20.1 19 ,925
G R A
249.5 560,900
249.5 560,900
249.5 560,900
249.5/ 560,900
249.5 560,900
249.5 560,900
249 . E 560,900
249.7 560,940
249.7 560,940
250 561,000
250 561,000
255 562,000 f 1000
254,5 561,900 900
254 561,800 900
254 561,8000 900
249 560,800
248.3 560 ,660
247.5 560 ,500
244 559 ,800
560 100
244.5 559 ,900
243 559 ,600
242 559 ,400
240 559 ,000
238.3 558 ,660
240.5 559 ,100
-f 1300
235 558 ,000 1300

FF —
T I H n. A
8:08:30 20.0 rev. 19 . 900 p^p ff"7 /nn t toolOUU
:09 19 .9 19 87 F ppp F pecD«^D
t
DUU loJO
:09 :30 o 21 8 * re;/ Ann
: 10 PI F F rt;^ innDO 1*, 1UU
:10:30 o EC"? tfrtnwOO, uUU
:11 n P1 1 F 0«j o , oUU
:11:30 o o PDQ f rpo onnDue j OUU
:12 o P07 OOCj tUU
: 12:30 o o PDA Fn pooDD JL , OUU
113 o n PHI DD x $ <cU
U
:13:30 o J_Jo Ren Annv/OU , DUU
:14 o 1 Q.d F
:14:30 20.2 r!1 r» TORx y <j prn nnnDOU , UUU IDUU
:16 20.0 19 900 1 Q4.
<- Trf j OUU cOUU
: 15 : 30 19 .8 19 .850 17Q R/fl nnn t onn
: 16 19.6 19-800 1 7Fx / o Annc*±o . OUU IcUU
: 16 : 30 o 1 FQX <w C7 rap pnnOUU
:17 1 FA dr, j OUU
:17:30 1 F^ f Cf 1 j / UU
:18 o 1«JU Fill fiOO0"tl . UUU
: 18 : 30 n XTfCJ K/tn AnnD C£U > DUU
:19 n c/in nnn
v
e±\J f UUU
:19 :30 n 14-0 F f^q innD oy . xuu
:20 nw 1 ^A k^o onnCOD , 6UU
: 20 : 30 o n i ^n nnno f
f
UUU
:21 125 536,000

- 56 -
Cell refilled with copper sulphate solution and placed in pos.'-i/ion
at 8:34 A. M. Ratio arras 11,000 ohms. e.m.f. 37 vol ts
•
Galvanometer zero 270. Current reverse d. Circuit ciosea at
10:15 A.M. Balanced at 10 :18 with 527 ,000 ohms. tuu onjns
increase in resistance = 2 mm. decrease in readings. i
T I H G R >A
10:19:30 266 527,800
:20 266 527,800
: 20 : 30 265 528,000
:21 265 528,000
:21:30 264.5 528,100
:22 264.3 528,140
:22:30 264 528,200
:23 263.5 528,300
: 23 : 30 263 528,400
:24 263 528,400
: 24 : 30 264 528,300
:25 263 528,400
: 25 : 30 18.6 dir. 19,600 268 527,200 lcUU
:26 18.5 19,570 268 527,200
:26:30 18.4 19,540 268 527,200 XlUJ
:27 18.4 19,590 268 527,200 T T no11UU
:27:30 265 528,000
:28 264.5 528,, 100
:28:30 265 528,000
:29 265.5 527,900
:29 :30 266 527,000
:30 267 527,600
1

T I H G R A
10:30:30
. 268 527 ,400
:31 268 527,400
» 31:30 270 527,000
:32 271 526,800
:32:30 lp .4 rev. 19 , 540 277 525,600 - °50
:33 18.3 19,525 280 525,000 - 1100
:33:30 18.2 19,510 282 524,600 - 1100
:34 18.1 19,500 234 524,200 - 1000
:34:30 282 524,600
:35 283 524,400
:35:30 0. 285 524,000
:36 286.5 524,000
:36:30 288 523,400
:37 290 523,000
:37:30 292.5 522,500
:38 295 522,000
:38:30 297.5 521,500
:39 300 521,000
:39:30 in. 2 dir. 19,510 309 519,200 - 1000
:40 18.1 19,500 316 517,800 - 1500
:40:30 18.0 19 ,480 321.5 516,700 - 1500
:41 17.9 19 ,450 326.5 515,700 - 1500
:41:30 326 515,800
:42 328 515 400
:42:30 331 514,800
:43 334 514,200
:45:50 337 513,600

H G R A
340 513,.000
344 512,200
34R 511,400
352 510,600
356 509,800
Filled mate to cell previously Used with copper sulphate solution
and placed it in position at 2:00 P. M. Ratio Arms 11,000 ohms,
e.ia.f. 37 volts. Galvanometer zero 260. Current direct.
Circuit closed at 4:25 P.M. Balanced at 4:28 with 555,000 ohms.
Increase of 400 ohms equals 2 mm. increase' in resistance.
T I H G R A
29 261 555, 200
29:30 261 555, 200
30 261 555, 200
30:30 260.5 555, 100
31 260 555, 000
31:30 259.5 554, 900
32 259 .
5
554, 900
32:30 259 554, 800
33 259 554, 800
33:30 259 554, 800
34 25S.5 554, 700
34 : 30 19.2 dir. 19,740 264 555, 800 4-noo
35 19.0 19, 700 264 555, 800 + 1100
35:30 19.0 19, 700 264 555, 800 + 1100
36 19.0 19, 700 264 555, 800 +1200
36:30 259 554, 800
T I
10:44
:44:30
:45
:45:30
:46

T I
:37
:37:30
:38
! 38 : 30
:39
:39:30
40
•40:30
41
41:30 18.8 dir.
42 18.8
42:30 18.8
43 18.7
43 : 30
44
44:30
45
45:30
46
46:30
47
47:30
48
48:30 19.3 rev.
49 19.2
49 : 30 19.2
50 19.1
- 59 -.
II G
258
257.5
257
256.5
255.5
254
253.5
252.5
251
19,650 255. F
19,650
19,650 251
19,625 248.5
241.5
239.5
236
234
232
229
227
224
222
219.5
19,760 223
19,740 217
19,740 213
19,700 209
R A
554,600
554,500
554,400
554,300
554,100
553,800
553,700
553,500
553,200
554,100 4-1150
553,600
-f-1100
553,200 + 1100
552,700 J-1000
551,300
550,900
550,200
549,800
549,400
548,800
548,400
547,800
547,400
546,900
547 , 600 + 1600
546,400 + 1200
545,600 + 1100
544,300 • + 1100

T I wLi E A
4:50:30 o TOO K O'iei
,
yuu
:51 n 1 A±y d
:51:30 o JLi7 w O^tl , oUU
:52 ion C4:l
,
UUU
:52:30 o 1 ft A R CftU .d'JU
:53 o 1 ftr> * ooy j oUU
:53:30 o oyj J. / o . o •DOo
,
f UU
:54 o
I
ov/ Do/ j y UU
:54:30 o 1 70J- 1 KJ OO / UUU
:55 n o 1 AA COD , cUU
-
Refilled cell and placed in position at 5 • 07 P IT uaivanome uer
zero 270. Ratio arms 11, 000 ohms. o m "f* 13e • m . i • u 7 volts.
x>aiancea at. rice.Current reversed. Circuit closed at 7: 91 P M
wiLn Ooo ,uuo onms. 400 ohms increase = 2 mm. decrease in reading.
T I H G R A
7:23 268 535 ,400
:23:30 267.
5
635,500
:24
. 267 535,600
:24:30 266.5 535,700
:25 266.5 535,700
: 25 : 30 266 535,800
: 26 266 535,800
:26:30 266 535,800
:27 266 525,800
:27:30 266 525,800
:28 266 525,800
:28:30 19.8 dir. 19 ,850 270 535,000 - 850

T I H
:29
:29 :30
:30 19.4 19,770
: 30 : 30
:31
131:30
:32
:32:30
:33 19.2 rev. 19 ,740
133:30 19.0 19 ,700
:34
: 34 : 30
:35
: 35:30
:36
:36:30
:37
:37:30
:38
'38:30
•39 19.6 rev. 19 ,800
39:30 19.6 19 ,800
40
40:30
41
41:30 19.4 dir. 19 ,770
42 19.4 19 ,770
G P A
270 535,000 - 300
269.5 535,100 - 700
269 535,200 - 600
266.5 535,700
266.5 535,700
266.5 535,700
266.5 535,700
267 535 ,600
271 534,800 - 600
Cj f Ci 534,600 - 500
271 534,800
272 534,600
273 534,400
274 534,200
276 533 ,800
278 533 ,400
279.5 533 ,100
281.5 532 ,700
283 532 ,400
285 532 ,000
290 531 ,000 • - 600
294 530 ,200 - 600
295 530 ,000
297 529 ,600
299 529 ,200
305 528 ,000 - 600
309 527 ,200 - 600

- 62 -
T I H G R A
7:42:30 19.4 dir. 19,770 315 526,000 - 1100
:43 19.4 19,770 318.5 525,700 - 1000
:43:30 319 525,200
:44 322 524,600
:44:30 324 524,200
:45 327 523 , 600
:45 :50 330 523,000
:46 334 522,200
:46:30 338 521,400
:47 343
€20,400
:47 :30 347 519,600
:4H o <J \J . <„ 518,900
Uay 19, 1908.
Cell had been filled and placed in position for several days.
Copper sulphate solution. Galvanometer zero 280. Ratio arms
11,000 ohms. e.m.f. 37 volts. Current direct. Circuit closed
at 8:59 A.M. Ealanced at 9:00 with 568,000 ohms. Increase in
resistance of 400 ohms = 2 mm. decrease in reading.
i
T I H G R A
9 '02 281.5 . 568 ,30,0
:02:30 282 568,400
:03 282.5 568,500
:03:30 283 568,600
:04 283.4 568,680
:04:30 283.8 568,760
; 05 284.2 568,840
:05:30 o 284.6 568 920
y

rn
1 I H G R A
:06 285 569 ,000
•06:30 295.4 569 ,100
07 286 569 ,200
07:30 17.2 dir. 19,27? 289 569 ,800 + 700
Of 17.0 19,200 289* 569 ,800 4 650
OR : 50 288.3 569 ,660 + 500
09 17.6 19 ,56© 2P8 569 ,600 4 400
09:30 286 569 ,200
10 286. 569 ,ron
10:30 286 569 ,200
11 285.3 569 ,060
11:50
.0 285 569
12 284.
6
568 ,900
12:30 284 568 ,800
IS 283.5 568 ,700
13:30 282.5 568 ,500
14 281.5 568 ,5®0
1^:30 17.4 rev. 19 ,300 568 ,800 + 900
15 17.4 19 ,300 282 568 + 800
15:30 17.2 19 ,260 279 567 ,800 + 400
16 17.2 19 ,260 277 567 ,400 4- 300
16:30 273 566 ,600
17 271.5 566 ,300
17 : 30 270 566 ,000
18 268.5 565 ,700
18:30 267 . 565 ,400
19 265 565 ,000

T T n pLr R A
o
: IP : 30 Au C C yl ffrtnc^d4 ,dUU
l 20 n nu 60l •.64
,
20u
: 20 : "0 n Cbo , oUU
: 21
:
n ODD ,4UU
: 21 : 70 x / • CLIP • io ^J.W
,
nu cO f e /* is <aoDOO m-UU T
• o o
1 Wm 17 c 1 'senxy , ocu O IT A c /? PrtOCoCj oUu 1 / no
17 2 io o«n oejt<dCU DO£ , uUU 4- s r\ n1 bUU
• 23 17 n xy , cut) / tci yi r>Cbl,4UU ~T oUU
•23:30 \j n OAT CbU
,
<:,UU
• 2d v./ u coy pen r>r\f\
: 24- • 36 n u <. >_ y
,
ouu
• 25 nu red onriOOo
,
oUU
• (J\J ft *J\J u tol
. OOC5 . 0™™
' 26 n u 00 erf? onn
• PA • ^O
• CjKJ ft UU V./ «"> <•> rr r,CLv • U /
,
1UU
ft 45 f r»u tec ennwO
,
uu
n u rob , uuu
:28 218 555,600
Same solution as "before. Cleaned electrodes and repiace q m cgii •
Current reversed. Galvanometer zero 200. Ratio amis .L.L,uwu onins
e .n.f
.
37 volts. Circuit closed at 9:35 .30 A.M. iiaianceu wi tn
547,000 ohms at 9:36 400 ohms increase — 2 mm. UCV/i COOC XII X Coll"
ings.
T I H Or R A
9:37:30 293 544,400
:38 295 544,000 j
:3°:30 29^ 543,400

DO —
T I H rsu K A
9 :39 n OUU C4v5 ,UUU
: 39:30 o <~ U C • O CH c > CUU
:40 ^OF 04c , uuu
:40:30 o -^07 Fo u i . ». <_/ H' J. j OUI.'
:41 o n O LU C/1 1 Ann 1
:41:30 o 0/ lc • O ^ao cnn04U
;
CUU
:42 o n •7 T tru lo ooootU j UUU
: 42 : 30 o o ooy j duu
•:43 16.8 dir. O Cft Doc , cUU qoo— oUU
: 43 : 30 16.8 lo POO O CO crT7 AOP«~ o / 4UU — o' 'u
:44 16.4 19 1 00XC/
*> XV V C "7 £ COOCO D . C'UU mm OOOyuu
:44: 30 16.2 19 060 OOv , OUU — T ^oo~ jl <. uu
:45 o coo K'<r oi^oOOpj OUU.
: 45 : 30 o o ^7 P OoO > OUU
-
:46 o o OO 07 r T r °00v- OO j cUU
:46:30 o r'7/i POPootj ouu
:47 o o /lOPDoft • 4UU
: 47 : 30 o o o**o k^a 000O 0'± j UU u
:48 o o ^4 7 r.OM / . O c «x nr t nO«^00 • OUU
•
:48:30 o o 3F0 ci7,^ oootoo, UUU
:49 o o OOC, CUU
: 49 : 30 o o TOOwOC, 1UU
•
:5© 16 .4- rev. 19 . 1 00 ^£1 c •^0 700o ou » / uu — "70O
: 50 : 30 OOO w C 0/ § OUU ' Uv7 I
:r"l ^70 r.pq . 000UCJ) UUU — ooOOUU
:51:30 16 .0JL. \J • \J 19 OPF,
%
^7d F CpQ. 1 00tfcO) J.UU • OoU
• r o
• v-c 374 528, 200
_
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T I H G R
376.5 527,700
i ViJ 379 527,200
165:50
t
382 526,600
:54 I 384.6 526,100
: 54 : 30 387. 5 525,500
:55 390. 5 524,000
: 55: 30
.
o 394 524,200
:P6 1 397 523,600
:56:30 401 522,800
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May 21, 1908.
Long cell filled with copper sulphate solution placed in position
with bored pole-pieces, e.m.f. 33 volts. Current direct. Circuit
closed at 2:27:30 P.M. Galvanometer zero 300. Balanced with
416,000 ohms at 2:30:30. Ratio arms 11,000 ohms. 400 ohms* in-
J
crease * 3 mm. increase.
T I H G R A
30:30 296 415,465
31 300 416,000
31:30 302 416,265
32 302.5 416,335
32:30 304 416,535
33 307 416,935
33:30
. 307 • 416,935
34 307.5 417,000
34:30 311 417,470
35 313 417,735
35 : 30 314 417,865
36 19 dir. 3,330 395 428,670 + ?
36:30 19 3
,
330 429 433,200 + 3000
37 19 3,330 434 ' 4^3,880 + 3500
37 : 30 19 3,330 435 434,000 + 3500
38 422 432,300
38:30 415 431,330
39 414 431 ,200
39:30 413 431,070
40 412 430,940
40 : 30 409 430,520

T I H G R A
:41 408 430 ,400
141s 30 406.5 430 ,200
!42 405 430 ,000
: 42 : 30 403 429 ,710
:43 19.4 rev. 3,350 410 431 ,700 + 2200
?43:30 418 431 ,700 + 2450
5 44 19.3 rev. 3,350 416 431 ,450 + 2550
! 44 : 30 19.2 u 3,345 413 431 ,050 + 2550
:45 396 428 ,800
! 45 : 30 391 428 yj.35
'46 387 427 ,600
.46:30 384.5 427 ,265
:47 381 426 ,800
47:^0 ^77 426 ,265
,48 374 425 ,865
48:30 "70 425 ,^30
49 ^68 425 ,070
49:30 366 424 ,800
50 19.2 dir. 3,345 378 426 ,400 + 2000
50:30 376.5 426.,200 + 2000
51 19 3,330 373 425.,750 + 2000
51:30 3,^30 369 425,,200 + 2000
52 352 422.,930
52:30 349 ' 422
.
,530
53 345 422,,000
53:30 "40 421, 335
54 335 420 j 665
54:30 328 419,,735
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T I H G R A
55 325.5 419,400
55:30 322 418,935
56 318 418,400
56:30 313 417,735
57 19 rev. 3330 326.5 419,540 + 2200
57 : 30 3330 323.5 419,135 + 2200
53 3330 322 418,935 + 2500
58:30 3330 315 413,000 + 2150
59 296 415,465
59:3C 293.5 415,135
00:00 290 414,665
00:30 284 413,865
01 277 412,955
01:30 272 412,265
02 266 411,465
OP: 30 263 411,065
03 259 410,535
03:30 255 410,000
Same solution. Electrodes cleaned and current reversed. Gal van
ometer zero 300. 400 ohms increase = 3 mm. decrease. Balance =
415,000.
T I H G R A
3:16 303 414,600
: 16:^0 305 414,^35
:17 "07 414,030
:17:30 "09 413,800
:16 311.5 413,470

T I H G R A
18:30 312.5 413,335
19 313 413,270
19:30 314.5 413,070
20 314 413,135
20:30 314.5 413,070
21 315.5 412,965
21:30 19,2 dir. 3345 327 411,400 - 1625
22 19,2 t» 3345 326 411,535 - 1500
22:30 19.2 u 3345 324 411,800 - 1200
23 19.2 » 3345 324 411,800 - 1150
23:30 314 #13,156
24 315 413,000
24:30 "17 412,7^5
25 319 412,465
25:30 321 412,200
26 324.5 411,735
26 :"0 326.5 411,465
27 328 411,265
27:30 332 410,735
May 22, 1908.
Long cell filled with copper sulphate at 2 P.M. e.m.f. = 3
volts. Current reversed. Galvanometer zero 250. Circuit
closed at 2:13:30. Balanced at 2:15 with 492,000 ohms.
Ratio arms 11,000. 1000 ohms increase = 5 mm. decrease.

T I H G R A
16 247 492,600
16:30 245 .
5
492,900
17 244.5 49% 100
17:"0 244 493,200
18 243 . 493,300
18:30 24^.5 493,300
19 243 493,400
19:30 24^ 493,400
20 242 493,600
20:"0 241 . 493,700
21 241 49^,800
B1I30 20.4 dir. 3400 240 494,000 + 200
22 20 ii 3380 245 493,000 - 1000
22:30 3380 244 493,200 - 800
23 19.9 3 370 242 493,600 - 500
2^:30 238 494,400
24 240 494,000
24:30 242.5 493,500
25 243 493,400
25:30 244 493,200
26 245.5 492,900
26:30 247 492,600
27 248 492,400
27:30 250 492,000
28 252 491,600
28:30 19.8 dir. 3370 255 491,000
29 19.6 tt 3360 260 490,000 - 600

T I H G R A
?29:30 19.4 dir. 3350 263 489,400 - 700
30 19.? H 3345 266 488,800 - 700
30:30 264 489,200
31 267 488,600
31:30 271 487,800
r» O 272.5 487,500
32:30 275 487,000
33 276.5 486,700
S3: 30 280 486,000
54 282 485,600
34:30 285 485,000
35 288 484,400
35 : 30 18.8 rev. 3320 295 483,000 - 700
36 18.8 ft 3320 298.5 482,300 - 1000
36 : 30 3320 305 481,000 - 1400
57 3320 308 480,400 - 1200
37 : 30 306 480,800
78 310 480,000
38:30 314.5 479,100
39 318 478,400
39:30 321 477,800
40 325 477,000
40:30 330 476,000
41 334 475,200
41:30 338 474,400
4? 342 473,600

Cell refilled. Current direct. Galvanometer zero 250.
Circuit closed at 2:51 P.M. Balanced at 2:52 With 428,000 ohms.
2000 increase = 12.5 mm increase.
T1 T1 TTn G R *A
U U 247 a o rj troa427 , 520
o a • oU U 245 a c*-\T~y oo o427 , 200
Of U 244 A o o* r\ a f1427 ,040
Oft • oU U 243 426 ,000
OO U <c41 .5 4?o ,640
DDI tU 240 ac*/* vi o o426 ,400
OO O *7 o238 A cyf* o o o426 ,000
Do ! o\J u 236 425 ,760
O / Or? A C234. 5 /IOC COO425 , 520
Kf7 • ^PO / J oU 234 O P*" A A f\4, 5 , 440
58 232 425 ,120
Ob J 30 18.4 rev. 3310 195 >1 "I f\ O o O419 ,200 - 4400
OO ./I204 vl OO O C /"\420 ,650 - 3700
oy ; .'iU 210 / Ol o o421 ,600 - 2400
00 T f~i A ft18.4 3300 oo /i204 /I Oo /" er o420 ,6 50 - 3000
00 : ^0 O OO220 -/I o ^ o /"\ o423 , 200
o t01 217 .5 422,800
01 : ->0 215 >i oo >f /> o422 ,400
02 o 212 421,920
02:30 208 421,280
03 203 420,480
03:30 200 420,000
04 197 419,520
04: "0 194 419,040

T I H G R A
3:05 191 418,600
:05:30 18.6 dir. • 3310 170 415,200 3000
:06 16? 413, 9°0 3700
: 06 i 30 158 413,300 3700
:07 18.2 " 3290 159 413,440 ^300
:07:30 179 416,650
:08 176 416,160
:08:^0 17? 415,520
:09 169.5 415,120
:09:30 166 414,560
:10 162.5 414,000
110:30 159 413,440
:ll 156 412,960
H18 30 152.5 412,400
• 12 150 QLr ,UUU
Same solution. Electrodes cleaned and current reversed* Gal^
ometer zero 250. Balanced at 3: 18 P.M. with 429,000 ohms
2000ohms increase = 13 mm. decrease in reading
.
T I H G R A
3:18:30 250 429,000
119 252 428,690
: 19 : 30 253 428,540
:20 253 428,540
: 20 : ^0 254 428,385
s.81 257 427,920
821:30 256 428,075
:22 255 428,230

T I H G R A
22:30 256 428,075
23 258 427,770
23:30 ' ' 258 427,770
24 20 dir. 3380 266 426 , 540 - 1050
24:30
.
266 426 , 540 -
.
850
25 266 426 , 540 - 650
25:30 19.6 w 3360 264 426,840 - 200
26 262 427,150
26:30
. 270 425,920
27 270 425,920
27:30 270 425,920
28 271 425,760
28: ?0 274 425,300
29 276 425,000
29:30 281 424, 2 "0
50 28^ 423,920
May 23, 1908.
Cell filled with cobalt chloride the preceding eveningj other
conditions as above. Galvanometer zero 250. e.m.f. 33 volts.
Current direct. Circuit closed at 10:05 A.M. Balanced at
10:10 with 258,000. 1000 ohms increa'se = 16.5 mm. increase.
T I H G R A
10:10 243 257,575
I Xftf 30 245.5 257,730
:11 249 257,940
J 11:30 248 257,880

T I H G
!12 250.5
12:30
<
254
15 256.5
1^ : 30 259
14 261
14 : .30 264
15 266.5
15:50 19.2 dir. 3345 274.5
16 19 it 3530 275.5
16:^0 18,9 ff 3525 276
17 18,8 II 3320 276
3.7:30 268.5
18 267.5
18:30 266
ID 263.5
19:50 262
20 260
20; 30 257
21 255
21:30 252.5
22 250
22:30 18.0 rev. 3520 255
25 3320 251
23:30 3520 247
24 18.4 if 3300 243
24:30 231
25 226
R A
258,030
258,240
258,395
258,545
258,670
258,850
259,000
259,490 + '450
259,550 ' + 475
259,580 + 475
259,580 + 450
259,120
259,060
259,090
258,820
258,730
258,610
258,425
258,^00
258,150
258,000
258, "00 + 500
258,060 500
257,820 + 500
257,575 + 450
256,850
256,550

T I
.
H G R
: 25 : 30 220 256,120
:26 213 256,760
•.26 :30 205 255,270
8 27 199 254,900
: 27 : 30 194 254,600
s-28 187.5 254,200
*28*30 180 253,780
:29 174 253,390
Cell refilled. Electrodes and current reversed. Galvanomete
zero 250. Circuit closed at 10:45 A.M. Balanced at 10:47 wi
242,000 ohms. 1000 ohms increase = 20 mm. decrease.
T I H G R
10:47 250 242,000
:47:30 247 242,150
:48 245 242,255
:48:30 244 242,300
:49 244 242,300
:49:30 245.5 242,275
:50 246 242,200
:50:30 247 242,150
:51 248 242,100
151*30' 250 242,000
:52 251 241,950
:52:30 18.2 dir. 3290 258 241,900
:53 3290 260.5 241,475
*53 :30 3290 263 241,350

T I H
S54 18.2 dir. 3290
s 54:^0
:55
:55$30
:56
: 56 : 30
:57
:57:30
:58
!58s30
.
:59:30
!00 18 rev. 3275
•00:30
01
01s 30 17.8 w 3260
02
,02:^0
03
03:30
04
04 s 30
05
05 s 30
06
06 s 30
78 -
G R A
267 241,150 - 350
26"
.
241,^50
264 241,300
267 241,150
270 241,000
273 240,850
277 240,650
280.5 240,475
285 240,250
287 240,150
290 240,000
293 239,825
303 239,350 - 300
307 239,150 - 250
310 239,000 ~ 200
315 238,750 - 250
313 238,850
318 238,600
323 2^8,350
.
329 238,050
334 2^7,800
340 237,500
345 2"7,250
^49 2^7,050
^55 236,750
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Cell filled with ferric chloride solution about 11:30 AiM. Ratio
arms 11,000 ohms.. e.ra.f. 22.5 volts. Galvanometer zero 250.
Current direct. Circuit closed at 1:30:30 P.M. Balance at
1:33:30 with 86,200 ohms. Increase in resistance of 400 ohms
equals 40 mm. increase.
T I H G R A
33:30
.249 86,190
34 257 86,270
34:30 261 86,310
« r 263 86,330
35:30 266 86,360
36 269 86,390
36:30 271 86,410
37 273 86,430
37:30 : "75.5 86,4-55
38 o o 277.5 86,475
3^:30 279 86,490
39 19.7 dir. 3,370 291 86,710 + 215
39:30 19.6 3,365 293.5 86,755 240
40 19.5 3,360 293 86,730 240
40:30 19.4 3 , 355 293 86,730 " " 240
41 274 86,440
41:30 271 86,410
42 275 66,460
42:30 272 86,420
43 268.5 86,385
43:30 264.5 86,345
44 260 86,300

- 80 -
1
T I H G R A
:44:30 253.5 86,235
45 247 86,170
45:30 241.5 86,115
46 19.4 rev. 3,355 248 86,180 + 140
46:30 19.3 3,350 245 86,150 +140
47 19.2 3,345 239 86,090 + 140
47:30 19.1 3,340 2o3 86,030 +140
48 217 85,870
48:30 211.5 85,815
49 204 85,740
49:30 195 85,650
50 186 85,560
50:30 178 85,480
51 169 85,390
51:30 158 85,280.
r. <-
w fit 148 85,180
52:30 140 85,100
Cell refilled at 1:55 P.M. Ratio arms 11,000 ohms. Galvanometer
zero 250. Current reversed. Circuit closed at 2:19. Balanced
at 2:22 with 84,800 ohms. 400 ohms increase = 40 mm. decrease.
T I H G R
2:22:30 246 84 ,840
:23 240 84 ,900
:23:30 234 84,960
:24 229 85 ,010
:24:30 225 85,050
• 221 °5 ,090

T I H
:25:30
:26
:26:30
:27
:27:50
:2P 19.3 dir. 3,350
i28sS0 19.3 3,550
129 19.3 5,350
'29:30 19.3 3,350
'30
30:30
31
31:30
32
32:30
33
33:30
34
34:30
35 19.0 rev. 3,330
35:30 19.
C
3,330
36 19.0 3,330
36:30 19.0 3,330
37
37 : 30
38
38:50
G R A
217 85,130
214 85,160
211 85,190
207 85,250
202 85,280
197 85,350 - 40
192 85,380 - 60
186 85,440 - 70
181 85,490 - 80
168 85,620
167 85,630
164 85,660
163 85,670
163 85,670
165 85,650
167 85,630
170.5 85,595
17? 85,570
176.5 85,535
180 85,500 - 30
181 85,490 - 25
182 85,480 - 10
185 85 ,'450
- 20
185 85,450
JL C7 J-
•
197 85,330
203 85 270

T I H G R
:39 210 85,200
:39 :30 218 85,120
:40 226 85,040
;40:30 233 84,970
841 242 84,880
:41:30 250 84,800
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